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This study compares three popular modalities for analyzing perceived video quality; user ratings, eye tracking and EEG. We
contrast these three modalities for a given video sequence to determine if there is a gap between what humans consciously
see and what we implicitly perceive. Participants are shown a video sequence with different artifacts appearing at specific
distances in their field of vision; near foveal, middle peripheral and far peripheral. Our results show distinct differences
between what we saccade to (eye-tracking), how we consciously rate video quality and our neural responses (EEG data). Our
findings indicate that the measurement of perceived quality depends on the specific modality used.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Research on perceptual video quality is a multidisciplinary field that investigates the relationship between a wide
range of human factors. Traditionally, perceptual video quality has been assessed by conducting user studies
[Arndt et al. 2012]. Psychophysical rating scales and questionnaires reflecting a user’s opinion [Kosara et al.
2003] are fast and straight-forward measurement procedures and are typically used to evaluate video perception
[Arndt et al. 2011]. These methods rely on conscious responses but they do not provide deeper insight into
perceptual processes [Engelke et al. 2017]. Subjects may also have difficulties properly communicating their
opinion because a rating scale may not reflect their intrinsic perception, or they may be influenced by the given
task or rating scale [Ponomarenko et al. 2009]. Similarly the judgment of a user with respect to a visual stimulus
is often biased by external factors such as mood, expectation, or past experience. To overcome these limitations,
psychophysiological methods that measure implicit rather than explicit responses have been employed. Measures
like electroencephalography (EEG) and eye tracking are well-established methods [Engelke et al. 2017]. EEG is a
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup showing a participant wearing the EEG cap in front of the eye tracker and presentation screen
while rating a stimulus.

minimally-invasive method that records electric potential originating from neurons close to the surface [Nunez
and Srinivasan 2006]. EEG has been used to assess the perceived quality of compressed images and video artifacts
and provides insight into conscious and subconscious neural visual processes [Arndt et al. 2012, 2014; Bosse et al.
2014; Kroupi et al. 2014; Lindemann and Magnor 2011; Lindemann et al. 2011; Moldovan et al. 2013; Mustafa
et al. 2012]. It was shown that the stronger the video quality degradation is, the greater is the cognitive response
[Lindemann and Magnor 2011].
Another physiological assessment method used in scientific study of human perception and vision [Krassanakis
et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2016] is eye measurement provided by eye tracking. Attentional mechanisms guide eye
movements towards most relevant content in a scene. In contrast to EEG that measures covert visual attention,
eye tracking only gives a record of overt attention [Robinson 1968] i.e. eyes moving towards a stimulus. These
three aforementioned modalities have been extensively used in previous work individually. Instead we look
at all three modalities together for a video artifact perception task. We based our work on the experiment by
[Lindemann et al. 2011] and [Mustafa et al. 2012] who used obvious and less obvious stimuli that represent the
simplest case to evaluate artifact perception in video. Unlike these papers we compare the three aforementioned
modalities instead of looking at only EEG.
A crucial question of looking solely at EEG data is whether the neural response measured can be genuinely
linked to the stimulus presented or if it was elicited by some non-related event. Conversely, by analyzing
eye tracking data alone, it can be assumed that a participant was influenced by a stimulus when explicit eye
movements are present. If there was no explicit eye movement it is not entirely possible to tell if the stimulus
was not recognized or was ignored by choice. Adding eye tracking data as another modality to an experiment
complements EEG data. For EEG, the question whether a neural response was linked to a visual stimulus can be
answered with greater confidence when both modalities support the hypothesis. Eye tracking data benefits EEG
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: March 2017.
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the other way round: if the absence of eye motion can be accounted to the choice of ignoring a stimulus, or if it
was not recognized, can be evaluated with better confidence by additionally looking at neural responses in the
EEG data.
Now, taking user opinion ratings as a third modality into account, the ratings can be correlated to EEG and eye
tracking data to verify their validity and evaluate if a stimulus was perceived even if the opinion rating expresses
else.
In this study, we contrast participant ratings, EEG and eye tracking to measure the differences in implicit
and explicit perception, i.e. what we consciously see and what we implicitly perceive. We present a video that
shows a person walking in a natural environment and overlay this video with a gaze-contingent rectangular
stimulus that can appear at three discrete different eccentricities and two distinct intensities. When the subject
perceives an artifact she may saccade towards it, so we use eye tracking to measure which artifact modalities
induce eye motion towards the stimulus. In other cases the subject still perceives the artifact without any saccades
or felt degradation of video quality. We monitor these covert brain processes using EEG. Additionally we let our
participants rate the perceived quality of the video after each trial on a five-point scale.
Our work shows what information is provided by each of the three modalities individually and what additional
information can be gained by fusing all three modalities.

2

RELATED WORK

We compare three modalities that have been used in previous work on perception of artifacts in videos and give
an overview of the most closely related literature to this study.

2.1

EEG

EEG has been used to assess the perceived quality of compressed images and video artifacts [Arndt et al. 2012,
2014; Bosse et al. 2014; Kroupi et al. 2014; Lindemann and Magnor 2011; Lindemann et al. 2011; Moldovan et al.
2013]. These studies used the event related potential technique to analyze the data. Perceived video quality was
predicted from a single EEG trial using wavelet transform [Mustafa et al. 2012]. Different techniques have been
employed, for example SSVEPs that rapidly alternate patterns overlaid in an image [Acqualagna et al. 2015; Koo
and Choi 2015]. A combination of EEG and user studies has been used to find a difference between physiological
signals and quality judgment [Arndt et al. 2011]. Solid and blurred artifacts at fixed locations on still images that
are zoomed in to simulate motion were presented for evaluation of video artifact perception [Lindemann et al.
2011]. We employ the same stimulus type in our current experiment for a video that has been used in perceived
quality assessment before [Mustafa et al. 2012].

2.2

Eye tracking

Eye tracking is an attractive method to get insights into visual perception, as well as the associated attention
mechanisms and cognitive processes since its data can be collected with a high temporal resolution and subjects
need little instruction or training to produce useful data. It has been used to retrieve a more complete picture of
quality of perception in videos [Gulliver and Ghinea 2004]. Eye tracking data has been used to analyze visual
attention [Liu and Heynderickx 2011] and saliency [Zhang and Liu 2017] in objective video quality assessment.
EEG has been combined with eye tracking for relevance estimation of stimuli in foveal or peripheral vision
in artificial scenes [Wenzel et al. 2016]. They found EEG and eye tracking to contain complementary data for
artificial stimuli. Regions of high saliency have been predicted for tuning video compression parameters [Li
et al. 2011]. Comparing free-viewing and task-based image quality evaluation showed that gaze allocation is not
disturbed by the level of distortion [Le Meur et al. 2010].
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: March 2017.
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2.3

User opinion scores

The mean opinion score is the most widely employed subjective measurement scale for evaluating video quality
and has become a standard procedure. Videos are presented to users who give a rating on a five-point scale: 1-bad,
2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good, and 5-excellent. User opinion score ratings have been used to assess the subjective quality
of videos [Seshadrinathan et al. 2010]. They also collect ratings over time. However is is not straight-forward to
do the mean opinion score measurements since human psychological factors and user biases have to be taken
into account [Juluri et al. 2016]. Video quality has also been looked into from a social context and user factors
by asking participants about their opinion rather than looking at physiological or eye tracking data [Zhu et al.
2015].

3

EXPERIMENT

In the following section, we describe the design of our experimental setup, the data acquisition and the analysis
methods.

3.1

Design

The participants performed a free-viewing task while watching a video displaying a person walking in a natural
scene. The video has a duration of 6 seconds, a resolution of 1440x1024 pixels and a frame rate of 30fps. For each
trial, the start point of the video was randomly set between the 5th and 125th frame. This video was overlayed
with a gaze-contingent rectangular artifact stimulus (50 x 50 pixels) that can appear at three discrete different
eccentricities, 100 (near), 300 (middle), or 500 pixels (far) and is presented in two different styles, either as a solid
green colored block (solid) or a blurred block (blurred). The near artifact distance of 100 pixels falls into the
foveal area of the viewer (1.6° visual angle) while the middle (4.9° visual angle) and far distances (8.1° visual angle)
are at paracentral and macular distances. The solid color was selected to integrate with the surroundings but is
clearly recognizable. A Gaussian blur with a kernel size of 23x23 and a sigma of 60 has been used to generate
the blurred block artifact. An artifact can appear at any randomly generated angle at the given distance and is
displayed for a period of 125ms. It was shown once per trial and its onset was randomized between 500 and 1000
milliseconds after the start of the video. Each artifact type was presented 60 times per participant (20 times for
each of the three distances) resulting in 180 trials including videos without artifact presentation. Trials without
artifact presentation served as control condition. All 180 trials were presented in random order. The trials were
preceded by a fixation cross shown for 800 ms for the neural activity to return to a baseline.

3.2

Setup

The experiment was presented on a 24-inch screen at a distance of 95 cm from the participant. The screen had a
refresh rate of 60 Hz and a resolution of 1920 x 1200 pixels. We used the EyeLink 1000 eye tracker by SR Research
Ltd. with a sampling frequency of 2000 Hz that was placed at a distance of 45 cm to the participant’s head that
was resting on a chin rest. EEG signals were collected using a g.Gamma cap2 with 16 active electrodes sampled
at 250 Hz. The ground electrode is located at the fronto-central area and the reference on the right ear. The Cz
electrode was used for later re-reference. Figure 1 shows the setup during a session.

3.3

Acquisition

Ten people (6 female, 4 male) with normal or corrected to normal vision and no report of eye or neurological
impairment participated in the experiment. The recording sessions included a written informed consent, introduction to the experiment, setup of the EEG system, calibration and validation of the eye tracker training runs
and the actual experiment. Calibration was repeated when tracking was lost or participants accidentally moved.
The participants were seated in front of the eye tracker and the presentation screen with their heads resting on
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: March 2017.
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(b) Example of a blurred middle artifact on the right hand
side (300 pixels distance to gaze point marked with a
blue dot).

(c) Example of entire scene showing a solid near artifact and a visualization of the three distances used. The
circles were not visible to the participants
Fig. 2. Example frame from the video used for stimulus presentation. The person in the video is walking from left to right.
The participants’ gaze point is marked with a blue dot for visualization and is not shown during the experiment.

the chin rest. A mouse was provided for giving feedback after each trial. The EEG signal was high-pass filtered at
0.1 Hz and notch-filtered around 48-52 Hz with a FIR filter to remove line noise. Baseline correction on the EEG
data was performed using the 200 ms interval before the stimulus onset.

3.4

Analysis

3.4.1 EEG. We use the event related potential (ERP) technique for analyzing the EEG data. EEG in its raw form
is a very coarse measure of brain activity because it represents a mix of hundreds of different neural sources of
activity, making it difficult to isolate individual neuro-cognitive processes. Neural responses are embedded within
the EEG that are associated with specific events and it is possible to extract these responses. These responses
are called event-related potentials and are electrical potentials associated with specific events [Luck 2014]. The
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: March 2017.
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continuous time-series collected from the EEG system was segmented into epochs of 1000 ms duration relative
to the onset of the presented stimulus. The data was baseline corrected using the 200 ms interval before the
stimulus onset. Video presentations that contained no stimulus were epoched at one second after the video start
to establish a baseline. If it were epoched at the beginning of the video, the response measure in the EEG data
would most likely be related to the onset of the video after the fixation screen which is not the desired effect
to measure. Electrodes C3 and C4 were chosen for analysis that are known to pickup the ERP component of
interest [Picton 1992]. The data then has been condition-wise grand-averaged over all participants and both
electrodes to remove noise. For noise reduction the ERP waveform is assumed to be identical for each trial of
a given condition and its noise is assumed to be completely unrelated. If it would be possible to subtract the
noise, just the waveform remains that would look the same on every trial. Conversely if one could just extract
the noise it would be completely random, therefore the average of many trials would be zero. Averaging many
trials effectively reduces noise [Luck 2014].
3.4.2 Eye tracking. Eye tracking data has been marked for each frame that has been rendered for video
presentation and was segmented into 1000 ms epoch from the onset of the stimulus. Then the distance from the
current gaze point of the participant towards the artifact over the time course of the epoch was computed. By
design, the initial distance was always the distance of the corresponding eccentricity class (near, middle, far).
When a participant saccaded towards the artifact, the distance dropped rapidly. As the artifact was only displayed
for 125 ms, it most likely already disappeared when the participants finished saccading towards it so the distance
does not always decrease to almost zero. A saccade had to happen within 500 ms after the stimulus onset but
not before 200 ms [Engelken et al. 1991] (above a certain threshold distance) to be counted as valid recognition
of an artifact. It had to last for at least 100ms (below a certain threshold distance) to prevent occasional eye
tracking outliers to be counted as saccades. Valid saccades towards an artifact are an expression of visual cognitive
processes [Robinson 1968]. For the artifacts that appeared at the far condition (500 pixels away from current gaze
point) the threshold above which that gaze had to be fixed for 200 ms was 400 pixels and the lower threshold after
saccading towards the direction of the artifact appearance was 250 pixels. The middle condition had the upper
threshold of 210 and 190 pixels and the near condition of 60 and 40 respectively. Figure 6 shows an example
distance plot.
3.4.3 User opinion rating. Participants were instructed to rate the perceived video quality on a five-point scale
after each trial and take any distractions that may appear into account. We calculated the mean ratings over
participants for all conditions.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Opinion rating results.
The participants rated perceived video quality after each trail on a five-point scale. Mean ratings for every
condition are shown in Figure 3. Generally, videos that contained the obvious solid artifact were rated worse
(mean for all three solid conditions 2.03) than videos with the blurred artifact (mean for all three blurred conditions
3.33). The video presentations that had no artifact were rated highest in quality (mean 3.46). Differences between
mean ratings were found to be highly significant (p << 0.001, one-way repeated measures ANOVA). Interestingly,
post-hoc analysis (Tukey HSD) showed no significant differences (p > 0.05) between the control condition (no
artifact) and the blurred far and middle condition so we here to assume these artifacts did not degrade perceived
quality. The mean ratings for solid middle, near and far do not differ significantly (p > 0.05), as the participants
rated both conditions equally disturbing.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: March 2017.
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Fig. 3. User opinion rating averages per artifact condition measured on a 5-point scale, higher is better (S Solid, B Blurred, N
Near, M Middle, F Far, CNTRL No artifact).

Fig. 4. Distribution of saccades towards an artifact over trials. Each blue line corresponds to a saccade.

4.2

EEG results

Event-related potentials (ERP) are aligned to the appearance of the artifact. The EEG data has been averaged over
all participants. For the neutral condition where no artifact has been shown, the ERPs were aligned to one second
after the video start so there is no change in neural activity when the video is displayed after the fixation cross at
the beginning of the trial. We analyze the EEG data with respect to a specific time-frame after the onset (250 to 500
ms), namely the P300 (P3) event-related potential that is associated with decision making and target probability
[Luck 2014], making it well suited to quantify the appearance of artifacts [Duncan et al. 2009]. The solid artifacts
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: March 2017.
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Fig. 5. The ERP plots averaged over all trials for electrodes C3 and C4. Shaded area denotes standard deviation around the
mean (S Solid, B Blurred, N Near, M Middle, F Far, CNTRL No artifact).

Trials with saccades towards artifact
Solid Blurred
Control
Near
5.3%
3%
0%
Middle 19.5%
4.9%
0%
Far
16%
4.8%
0%
Table 1. Percentage of trials that induced saccades towards the artifact. The percentages have been calculated from N=1474
valid trials of 1800 total trials.

presented at all three distances elicit a strong response around 400 ms after stimulus onset compared to blurred
artifacts and absence of artifacts, as shown in Figure 5. EEG signals were used from C3 and C4 electrodes that
are known to pick up the P300 component [Picton 1992]. The condition for blurred artifacts shows no distinct
difference to the control condition where no artifact has been shown. Differences between the all solid artifact
conditions and the control condition are statistically relevant between 250 ms and 500 ms (p << 0.001, one-way
repeated measures ANOVA, Tukey HSD post-hoc). Quantification of perception of video artifacts using EEG
shows that solid artifacts at all three distances elicit a neural response but solely analyzing EEG-based response
data does not show a difference between these three modalities. Consequently, EEG-based analysis alone does
not allow reasoning about the blurred artifact conditions without further measurement modalities.

4.3

Eye tracking results

The eye tracking data has been analyzed per participant individually as described in 3.4.2. Individual trials have
been filtered to retrieve valid saccades, i.e. the participant looked towards the artifact after its appearance. Figure 6
shows example eye motions for one participant for the solid middle condition. Optokintec nystagmus eye motion
is obvious and occurs when an object in the field of view is translating with respect to the observer [Robinson
1968]. For visualization, the data in the plot was corrected for the relative movement between the person and the
artifact location that introduced a drift with respect to the location where the artifact appeared. Furthermore,
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: March 2017.
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Fig. 6. Eye tracking distance to the artifact for solid middle condition. Each line represents one trial. The artifact is displayed
at 0 ms in the plot. Valid saccades are marked in red.

the plot was smoothed using a zero-lag Butterworth low-pass filter [Robertson et al. 1993]. The person shown
in the stimulus video walking from left to right is the only moving object in the video and was tracked by the
participants gaze. Saccades towards an artifact are a very clear expression of visual cognitive processes [Robinson
1968]. Solid artifacts induce more saccades than the blurred condition (see Table 1 for an overview). The artifacts
shown at the solid middle condition lead to most stimulus related eye movements (19.5%), followed by solid far
(16%) and solid near (5.3%). The numbers may lead to the assumption that the solid near artifacts, which are
shown in the foveal area of the participant, have been either overlooked or ignored frequently. Which of both
assumptions might be true cannot be answered by analyzing eye tracking data in isolation. The solid middle and
far modalities that were presented in peripheral areas were more frequently focused. A valid hypothesis for this
could be given by evolutionary effects that trigger responses to moving objects in the periphery [Horridge 1987].
Blurred artifact conditions were mostly overlooked or ignored by the participants. Analogous to the solid
conditions, we cannot tell from eye tracking data alone which assumption is true.
Whether a stimulus has been ignored due to familiarity after repeated presentation over the time-course of the
experiment can be answered by looking at the saccade distribution. The saccades towards an artifact presentation
are evenly distributed over all trials (Figure 4) so we can assume that artifacts were not ignored in later trials
over the course of the experiment.

4.4

Findings

Our findings are summarized as follows.
• Solid artifacts elicit a distinct neural response.
• There are not always saccades towards solid artifacts even though there is a distinct neural response and a
corresponding decrease in user ratings.
• Solid artifacts induce more saccades than the blurred-artifact condition.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: March 2017.
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• Few saccades are induced in the foveal area for all conditions; to elicit a saccade, the stimulus must be
observed within a minimal distance from the foveal region.
• Absence of saccades is not related to familiarity with the stimuli over the time-course of the experiment i.e.
saccades are evenly distributed over time.
• Blurred stimuli induce saccades in less than 5% of the trials with no distinctly visible neural response.

5

DISCUSSION

We presented the results of the data analysis using EEG, eye tracking and user opinion ratings for quantifying
perception of artifacts in videos. Each modality contributes different types of information and does not allow to
draw a definitive conclusion when considered in isolation. User opinion ratings only give a very rough estimate
of the perceived video quality. Mean results across conditions are summarized in Figure 3. The solid artifact
condition (mean 2.03) was rated to degrade the perceived video quality most and also evoked the strongest neural
response. The next higher rated condition is blurred (mean 3.33) that is closely followed by the neutral condition
(mean 3.46) without any artifact presentation. There is a distinct difference between solid and blurred artifacts
for all three distances so the user ratings conform to the distinct differences between solid and blurred artifact in
the EEG results. User ratings thus complement the EEG data by confirming the results.
Looking at the EEG data we see distinct neural activity around 400 ms (P300) after solid artifact presentation
that is in line with previous research of the visual system [Duncan et al. 2009]. Chances are that the brain has
picked up the presence of the artifact because the P300 component is known to reflect a higher cognitive response
to unexpected and/or cognitively salient stimuli [Picton 1992]. Although the solid artifacts were presented at
different distances the EEG analysis shows no significant difference (Figure 5). Under the assumption that the
P300 response has been elicited by artifact presentation the artifacts were recognized by the participants. The
case is not as clear for blurred artifacts because they do not elicit the P300 component or any other visible ERP
components, therefore considering only EEG data alone does not provide direct evidence for blurred artifact
presence. The control condition does not significantly differ from the blurred artifact conditions (p > 0.05).
Complementing the EEG data with gaze recordings helps to draw a more distinguished picture. Solid artifacts
induce more saccades than the blurred category (Table 1) as its solid color is better visible in the video (Figure 2a).
The blurred artifacts are Gaussian blurred rectangles and are not very prominent within the scene (Figure 2b)
and are therefore more likely to be overlooked. A saccade towards an artifact may be an explicit expression
of artifact recognition or an accidental eye movement towards it but it cannot be reliably answered from eye
tacking data alone. On the other hand, absence of a saccade towards an artifact may lead to the assumption that
it was overlooked by the participant. Taking user ratings into account, a better estimate may be given whether
an artifact has been recognized in the absence of saccades. When no saccade was present but a user reported
degraded quality the probability increases that the artifact was perceived.
Some trials induced eye movements while others did not but we know from EEG data that the solid artifacts
evoked a strong neural response. In this case, the binary nature of the eye tracking data can only partially answer
if a solid artifact has been recognized or not.
Conversely, the neural response for solid artifacts differs significantly from control condition trials without
artifact presentation but this does not give a definitive answer whether participants pay attention to artifact
presentation or choose to ignore it without taking eye tracking data into account.
The solid near artifacts induced even fewer eye movements. This condition has a small angular distance from
the users’ current point of view to the artifact that is still located in the foveal region. Humans move the fovea
to gather detailed information about the environment [Gould et al. 2007]. Therefore participants most likely
have recognized the artifact occurrence according to the EEG but have not saccaded towards it likely because its
presence was obvious to the viewer.
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Blurred artifacts induced very few saccades which might lead to the assumption that they have been overlooked
frequently and only a few trials induced eye motion in participants. If these artifacts have been ignored or not
recognized can be verified with better confidence using EEG data. Although the eye tracking data shows that
it has been recognized in very few cases, we cannot find a statistically significant correlate in the EEG data
compared to the control condition. We might assume that these few trials evoked a neural correlate that has been
averaged out over many trials and therefore reason that the blurred conditions were mostly overlooked rather
than ignored by the participants. Like for the solid near condition, the blurred near artifacts evoked the least eye
motion. We argued that the solid near condition was presented within the foveal field of view and therefore did
not evoke eye motion because the nature of the artifact was directly visible [Gould et al. 2007]. While this was
found to be true for solid near conditions, this might on the other hand only apply to artifacts of the blurred
near condition when they have been explicitly focused as these have been overlooked otherwise (EEG results,
Section 4.2).

6

CONCLUSION

We analyzed in how far the three modalities (EEG, eye tracking, user ratings) for analyzing perceived video
quality tell a complete story about our overt and covert visual attention processes. We found all that all three
techniques provide insight on their own but miss out crucial information when used individually. Combining
all modalities leads to a more accurate analysis and distinguished picture of the questions a study seeks to
answer. What finally reflects the true perceived video quality depends on the specific task of an experiment. In
foveal vision eye tacking may not accurately provide a measure of perceived quality because not all stimulus
presentations elicit saccades according to our data. Also, stimuli have to show a huge jump in quality degradation
to evoke a measurable response in the EEG. For example in cases where a pronounced distinct response in the
EEG occurs, in our experiment the P300 ERP component for the solid block artifact, we can conclude that an
artifact has been perceived even though there were no saccades towards it. Conversely, in the absence of saccades
or EEG responses we can conclude that the perceived quality of a video is not impacted. Here again, the extent
to which information is provided by the individual modalities or a fusion of them depends on the task and the
artifact. While this study itself was limited by the number of participants it provides a view at the data in question
from three different angles. We could clearly identify a statistically significant difference between the control and
solid conditions but we were not able to show a difference for blurred conditions. It seems there might be some
response for this condition at least for the trials the induced eye motion but we need to collect more data for a
confident statement.
The current experiment presents two types of artifacts at random locations. In future work it might be
interesting to investigate responses towards a set of more diverse artifacts. In future work we would like to collect
data of more participants to analyze data where people looked towards the blurred artifacts to verify the neural
response. Another interesting question is whether such stimuli are useful as targets for subtle gaze guidance
in free-viewing or task-based search. Furthermore extending this experiment to more immersive settings for
example full-dome environments with greater eccentricity may answer further questions about the modality
fusion in human visual research.
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